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This is a gold mine of infonnation on Bedouin life in the Arabiandesert.Jabbur couples his
personal experiences with his erudition to produce a comprehensivesurvey of nomadism. Following a discussion of the social, economic,
military, and politicalsignificance of nomadism,
Jabbur introduces the "Pillars of Bedouin life."
Under the pillar "desert," Jabburdescribes desert
flora including fruit-bearing trees, fungi, and
flowers. He also details the fauna with which the
average Bedouin is familiar, moving from the
onager to the camel while continually establishing the importanceof the speciesto the Bedouin.
The treatments of the hyena's grave-robbing
practices and the Bedouinart of falconry are particularly interesting. Jabbur also describes the
fabric, construction, and placement of the Bedouin's tent, before moving to the largest portion
of the work, a discussionof the Bedouins themselves. Taken up here are fourteen tribes, their
organization, social and religious institutions,
customs, leisure activity, food-gathering techniques, and education. Also surveyed are Bedouin folk-tales, poetry, and various literary
genres. The ~ulayb tribe are given a separate and
exhaustive treatment. Jabbur closes with a historical survey of the Bedouins in Northern Arabia, from antiquity to Onoman times. Included
are appendixesoutlining documents found in the
Egyptian archives and the British Foreign Office. a glossary of plants and shrubs, useful indexes. a copious bibliography,and nearly eighty
photographs. Recommended for the interested
.

comparativistandlayreader.
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